Introduction
The research presented in this paper follows the method of collostructional analysis, introduced in [Stefanowitsch, Gries 2003 ] and [Gries, Stefanowitcsch 2004] , which distinguishes subtle semantic differences between a pair of grammatically and lexically close word forms. This semantic difference is revealed in the behavior of lexemes that contribute to the constructions and demonstrate strong preference for one of the pair. This research considers the two verbs of volition that coincide in their lexical root, but differ in their morphosyntactic structure: the verb хотеть and its derivative хотеться.
The main Russian volition verb хотеть 'want' forms a derivative with the help of reflexive/passive affix -ся. The nominative subject receives dative marking, while the object mainly keeps the same marking of partitive genitive:
1. Я хочу хлеба.
Мне хочется хлеба.
How do the two constructions differ in meaning? What is the basis for the choice that the speaker makes between these two? This paper gives a data driven answer to these questions.
Section 2 formulates the hypothesis that there is a connection between the semantic characteristics of the volition verb and its infinitive. Section 3 defines the research methodology using a collostructional analysis of corpus data. Section 4 considers closely the contextual meanings of the infinitives which are attracted to one of the desiderative constructions in order to determine some semantic invariants of the two constructions.
The hypotheses of Russian desiderative semantic distribution
There are three possible ways to interpret the semantic processes accompanying the verbal derivation and agent demotion of хотеться. I will call them the De-agentive Hypothesis, the Experiential Hypothesis, and the Modal Hypothesis. Though tightly interconnected, each of them profiles a specific semantic property in the opposition of the two constructions: a) De-agenitve derivation: due to the valency decreasing derivation, the nominative subject receives dative marking, and the situation denoted by the verb is interpreted as uncontrolled by the main participant [Guiraud Weber 1984] , cf. for example verbal pairs in (3) and (4) hypothesis, as both desiderative forms do express an inner state. Хотеться is not used with inanimates while хотеть allows metaphoric and metonymic extensions: The examples above are given to demonstrate the semantic difference between the two constructions. At the same time they are insufficient to understand whether we are dealing with specific diagnostic contexts which reveal the semantic opposition, or whether this distinction is realized in a much broader way. It is hard to say whether the opposition of the two types of desiderative meanings is relevant only for some particular class of verbs (for example verbs of physiological needs, such as sleep or drink) or it appears one way or another with different types of predicates. The notion of a control parameter used for verbs of volition is a separate issue.
How does the overall meaning of the construction rely on the semantic properties (e.g. control)
of the dependent infinitive? Are there any semantic constraints on the construction if the matrix and dependent predicates differ in control parameter?
It seems that the core semantic parameter of the infinitive which influences its compatibility with one of these constructions is the possibility of its main participant controlling the initiation of the action. So far, the active intent construction would be possible only with those predicates which can be started by the agent, while volition as an inner state would introduce an event that begins irrespective of the will of its protagonist. These relations are summarized in Table 1 : a) the compatibility of infinitives and desideratives which have the opposite control parameter is constrained or very limited; b) the meaning of the dependent verb is reinterpreted so that its control parameter matches the semantic properties of the matrix verb c) the meaning of the desiderative verb is reinterpreted so that its control parameter matches the semantic properties of the dependent verb; d) the entire construction gets a different non-desiderative meaning.
The core strategies can be identified with the help of an analysis of the infinitive distribution with both desiderative constructions. For this purpose a statistical model based on the corpus material was created.
Methodology
A selection of the Russian National Corpus (about 9,5 m tokens ) was used for the research. The selection was formed by two searches: 1) хотеть + inf and 2) хотеться +inf. The maximum distance between хотеть(ся) and the infinitive was 2 tokens, and the phrases with infinitives preceding desideratives of infinitives did not get into the selection. The sample contains 6839 instances: 4998 хотеть and 1391 хотеться.
The lists of infinitives were extracted out of the sample, the usages of the each infinitive with each desiderative verb were counted and a threshold 15 instances was set, i.e. only infinitives with frequent usages were considered. Thus the data consisted of the overall frequency of the both desiderative constructions with an infinitive and the frequencies of the each infinitive in the each construction.
We used binomial distribution to calculate distributions of the infinitives. The expectations were calculated as the probabilities of each construction:
The probability of хотеть construction is 0,78:
and the probability of хотеться is 0,23
Let us claim independence of the infinitive choice from the semantic characteristics of the desiderative construction as a null hypothesis. In other words we would expect that any infinitive from our list will be used with хотеть with a probability of 0,78 and with хотеться with probability of 0,23. For each infinitive on our list, we test this hypothesis at a significance level of 5% to find the actual distribution of desiderative structures is compared to the predicted one.
If the probability of the observed or a greater deviation turns out to be over 0.05, then the null hypothesis stating that the use of infinitive is not related to the construction type cannot be rejected. Otherwise, the frequency of the given infinitive does depend on the construct.
The null hypothesis was tested by evaluating the tails of the binomial distribution:
where n is the number of times the infinitive was used in a desiderative construction; k is the overall number the infinitive was used in both desiderative constructions; and p is the probability of хотеть and 1 -p is the probability of хотеться. The model determines three groups of infinitives:
1. the nominative group: infinitives which are attracted to the nominative desiderative construction: сказать 'say ', знать 'know', жениться 'marry', давать 'give', помогать 'help', понимать 'understand' (). 2. the dative group: infinitives which are attracted to the dative desiderative
3. the normal group: infinitives whose distribution corresponds to the distribution of the desiderative constructions: быть 'be', брать 'take', жить 'live', делать
The three groups are heterogeneous: each involves verbs of different lexical classes and of different values of the control parameter. This leads us to conclude that the control parameter may not be the crucial property which defines semantic compatibility with one or other construction. Below I suggest that a semantic analysis of the contexts of occurrences for each infinitive of the nominative and dative groups. The main objective of this analysis is to reveal the total: number of occurrences of the infinitive in both constructions, observed: observed probability of occurrences with хотеть expected: expected probability of хотеть with any infinitive, bi: p-value of observed probability result: inference on the type of infinitive behavior: equal: normal distribution nom: infinitive is attracted to хотеть dat: infinitive is attracted to хотеться semantic properties of each construction and to identify any subtle semantic contrast which distinguishes the use of the two constructions in the normal group as well.
Semantics of desiderative constructions

Verbs of the nominative group
Four of the six infinitives in the nominative group occur mainly with хотеть, their usage with хотеться is rare: these are the verbs давать 'give', жениться 'marry', помогать 'help'
and понимать 'understand'. There are no examples of the verb жениться 'marry' with dative desiderative constructions in our selection, and in the Russian National Corpus there are only 11 occurrences of хотеться жениться. This fact points to some specific semantics of жениться which makes its usage within dative desiderative construction unlikely.
The aspectual class of the verb жениться is classified as an achievement. At the same time this lexical item usually refers to much more complicated sequence of events (which includes "preparing for the marriage") which lasts for some time. These pre-events are not defined lexically but they are determined by socio-cultural frame. The verb of volition is used in this case in the function of immediant/inchoative marker and marks the beginning of the preliminary "preparation" period. Indeed if we consider the marriage frame, the declaration of intent (X wants to marry Y) is regarded as a first performative act which essential to realize the event (11).
-Хорошо, -сказала я. -Ты хотел жениться на мне. Я согласна. [Алексей
Слаповский. 100 лет спустя. Письма нерожденному сыну]
Thus, the desiderative nominative construction is interpreted in this case as a point of initiation of the preliminary scenario, which is initiated by the subject and may lead to a change of state to be married. The preliminary scenario idea is also valid for other verbs of the nominative group, for example the verb помочь 'help' (12). In the avertive meaning, the agent initiated the preliminary scenario but then failed to complete the action. Avertive semantics are consistently associated with nominative desiderative constructions.
Two experiential verbs, one of them a state verb, also belong to nominative group: знать 'know' and понимать 'understand'. These predicates refer to non-controlled events and at first sight their attraction to nominative construction is quite unexpected and they behave differently in the nominative desiderative context. The semantic analysis of the nominative desiderative construction rests on cases of infinitives which show deviant behavior and co-occur with this construction more frequently than a stochastic distribution would predict. It can be assumed that this deviation is the result of a perfect match between the semantics which the construction implies, and the lexical properties of the infinitive predicate. The basic meaning of the nominative construction is the initiation of the preliminary scenario that sets the conditions for the event to occur. This construction is often used with those verbs which semantically accord with the idea of a discrete point of initiation but at the same time this point is lexically unspecified. The logophoric, avertive and negative meanings of the nominative desiderative constriction expand the basic concept: the volition verb is used to introduce a logophoric event, or to mark either its start in spite of further failure or its not-starting in spite of the speaker's intentions. These constructional meanings are also exploited within the 'normal' group of verbs and the dative group, though in the latter case the choice of the dative desiderative construction will dominate.
Verbs of the dative group
The infinitives of the dative group consist of three experiential verbs-верить 'believe', думать 'think', увидеть 'see, catch sight of', four verbs of the physiological sphere, which differ in control parameter-есть 'eat', пить 'drink', плакать 'shed tears', спать 'sleep', and also two unexpected agentive verbs поделиться 'share' and крикнуть 'shout'. The scope of possible meanings of the dative desiderative construction with each of these infinitives is considered below.
The dative desiderative construction is used with the verbs есть 'eat', пить 'drink', плакать 'shed tears', спать 'sleep' to denote the specific state of the subject, which should be overcome by the action denoted by the infinitive. This state is physiological in the sense that it occurs not because of the agent's will but as a result of some natural reaction to the agent's being short of food, drink or sleep or undergoing emotional stress. The fact that the state which causes the action of the infinitive is not initiated by the agent makes the control parameter of the action It can be assumed in general that the reinterpretation of an uncontrolled event as an action which is performed in a specific way is a core semantic strategy that allows the usage of the nominative desiderative construction with patientive verbs. Let us consider a few examples with the verb умирать 'die', which showed a normal distribution between the two constructions: 
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In other words, though it is difficult to initiate and control the event of sleeping or death, the subject pretends to control the conditions or the intrinsic spirit of the event: this meaning is expressed by the choice of the verb хотеть.
In much the same way the nominative desiderative is used with the verb увидеть, which is an infinitive of the dative group, i.e. occurs with хотеться more frequently. The experiential verbs верить and думать, which also fall into the dative group, have a valency for a complement clause. Sentences with these verbs in a desiderative construction consists of three clauses : [хотеть(ся) [верить/думать,[что P]] ]. The nature of the semantic relation between the volition verb and the dependent clause of the infinitive is interesting. The verbs верить and думать do not imply the truth value of the proposition P of their complement.
At the same time from the subject's point of view the proposition of the dependent clause is true with very high probability. The dative desiderative construction decreases the probability of P for the subject of верить and думать. The situation P is viewed as a possible and desirable but not mandatory. The meaning of the dative desiderative could be described in this case as follows:
Х верит/думает, что P → Pr(P)1
Х-у хочется верить/думать, что P→ Pr(P)>0
The verb крикнуть stands apart in the dative group, as it is neither experiential, nor a verb of physical state-it denotes a controlled action. The frequency of its occurrence in the context of the dative desiderative construction is much higher than expected. The analysis of the contexts shows that хотеться крикнуть expresses an irrealis modality. In contrast to the avertive meaning of хотеть, which denotes cancellation or failure of the action of the infinitive, We have considered all the infinitives that fall into the dative group. Ultimately the basic meaning of the dative desiderative construction is the lack of subject's control over the situation which immediately precedes the event described by the infinitive. In other words unlike хотеть, хотеться emphasizes the idea that the subject's will is insufficient to start the event of the infinitive: there are some circumstances-external/non-controlled by the subject-which determine the initiation of the event. This is the core idea for verbs of physiological actions, the properties of the preliminary state may be set lexically, as for the verbs есть, пить, or may rest unspecified as in плакать, спать. Verbs of propositional attitude, such as верить, думать, are used within dative desiderative construction to convey the same idea by changing the subject's attitude to the probability of the events denoted by the complement clause. Finally, the case of крикнуть shows that a controlled action can be interpreted as socially impossible in the current situation and the dative construction as a whole is used as a shift to irrealis modality.
Discussion
Several hypotheses on the semantic bases of the opposition between the two forms хотеть and хотеться were made in section (2): the De-agentive Hypothesis focused on the control parameter of the volition situation, the Experiential Hypothesis defined хотеться as an inner state which the subject undergoes, and the Desiderative Hypothesis opposed two types of volition: active volition (intentive) and modal volition (possibility). The analysis of the sample showed that all the three hypotheses in fact complement each other, although an important distinction should be made: the desiderative constructions are focused on the time span which starts at the moment of the beginning of intent and lasts till the beginning of the event or state itself. The details of this pre-event are determined by the lexical semantics of the infinitive-it may rest unspecified or presuppose some definitive scenario which prepares the event of the infinitive. The de-agentive, experiential and desiderative semantics characterize the degree of the subject's participation in the preliminary situation which precedes the event denoted by the infinitive. The verb хотеть marks subject's active involvement in this pre-event, while хотеться excludes the subject as an active participant emphasizing that the preliminary time span does not depend on the subject's activity. As a result the meaning of хотеть is close to phasal verbs, while хотеться refers to modal estimation of the probability of the event.
Therefore the control parameter of the event itself is an important, although not crucial, characteristic. Controlled agentive actions such as eating and drinking can be initiated only by an uncontrolled preliminary state. While the stative experiential predicate know may imply the subject's previous deliberate activities to reach this state.
Turning back to the assumption on the possible ways to solve the conflict on the value of the control parameter between the desiderative predicate and the infinitive, I propose the following analysis:
1. There are no restrictions on the compatibility between the two desiderative constructions.
Although some infinitives occur within one of the constructions very rarely. Still the limitations are not directly related to the parameter of control, we do have examples of very frequent desiderative constructions where the matrix predicate opposes the infinitive on this parameter. It is more likely that the soft restrictions can be explained by the lexical properties of the infinitives, in particular whether the event denoted by the infinitive is a direct consequence of preliminary external event's or deliberate subject's actions, c.f. a "very nominative" infinitive жениться vs. a "very dative" плакать. The two verbs denote events that occur not "by themselves" but as a result of preceding events: in case of жениться-active deliberate subject's actions, in case of плакать-some external independent events that influence the subject's emotional state. At the same time many verbs allow both interpretations of the properties of preceding time period.
2. There is no basis for concluding that there is a specific lexical meaning which the infinitives derive in the context of desiderative constructions, but there are different examples of semantic reinterpretation of the construction as a whole. For example speech verbs used in the context of nominative desiderative construction function as pragmatic logophoric markers which denote a start of a discursive period. The usage of nominative desiderative in the past gets aspectual avertive reinterpretation: the action failed to occur.
Finally, dative desiderative constructions with experiential predicates of propositional attitude introduce the experiencer's attitude to the probability of the proposition in the complement clause.
